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Temporary Credits - Instruments

To address the possibility that stored carbon is released back 
into the atmosphere (referred to as non-permanence), AR 
projects must be re-verified at least every 5 years. 
The credits issued must be replaced if the carbon initially 
measured is no longer present.  
The credits generated by forestry projects are therefore 
temporary in nature and can take the form of:

temporary CERs (tCERs), or 
long-term CERs (lCERs)
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Temporary Credits – Instruments
Temporary CERs or tCERs:

issued for the total amount of carbon sequestered since the 
project inception
can only be used in the commitment period for which they 
were issued
expire and must be replaced at the end of the commitment 
period that follows the one in which they were used (next 
commitment period not yet defined)
can be replaced with tCERs, AAUs, CERs, ERUs, or RMUs. 

The project crediting period for tCERs can be:
30 years, or 
20 years, twice renewable (i.e., for a total maximum of 60 
years).

tCERs cannot be carried over to subsequent periods.
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Temporary Credits – Instruments

Long-term CERs or lCERs:
issued for the amount of carbon sequestered since the last 
issuance of an lCER,
can be only used in the commitment period for which they 
were issued
expire and must also be replaced at the end of the project 
crediting period (20, 30, 40 or 60 years), or earlier if the time 
the carbon is lost.

The project crediting period for lCERs can also be
30 years, or 
20 years, twice renewable (i.e., for a total maximum of 60 
years).

lCERs cannot be carried over to subsequent periods.
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Temporary Credits - Instruments
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Temporary Credits – Markets

European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
Temporary credits from CDM AR projects are excluded 
from the EU linking mechanism (that links CDM to the EU 
ETS) during the first phase of the EU ETS (2005–2007). 
The European Commission (EC) has been asked to review 
the EU ETS and, among other things, to consider:

• technical provisions relating to the temporary nature of 
credits and the limit of 1% for LULUCF project activities

• … to allow operators to use CERs and ERUs from 
LULUCF project activities in the EU ETS from 2008.

The EC’s report has been delayed until end of this year; 
modifications will only apply after 2012.
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Temporary Credits – Markets

Kyoto Market
At a national level, the Kyoto gaps are significant for many 
governments.
Largest gaps over the 2008-2012 period are in Japan (1.2 
billion mts), Spain (660 million mts), and Italy  (620 millions 
mts). 
At present, the WorldBank’s BioCarbon Fund (approx. $55 
million in size) is the largest provider of AR credits, 
although many of these credits will not be delivered before 
2012.
Temporary credits have been recently selling for $4-5/ton 
(compared to $10-$15/ton for permanent CERs).
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Temporary Credits – Markets
Other Compliance Markets

Possible use of temporary credits in emerging programs such as the 
RGGI and California programs in the US as well as the Australian
ETS program. 
Since these programs do not utilize “temporary” credits themselves, 
clarification on modalities is still needed

Voluntary Markets 
Forestry credits have been used in voluntary corporate and retail 
programs to reduce or offset carbon emissions.
Prices of forestry credits in the voluntary market have ranged from            
$2-4/ton
Forestry credits are especially suited to this market

• Less expensive, and
• Projects have greater resonance with buyers

However, ultimate size and depth of this market is still uncertain.
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Temporary Credits – Applications

Temporary credits can fill a niche for many companies or 
governments who are managing their carbon emissions.  
Possible niche uses include the following:
1. Managing the useful life of equipment  
2. Managing price volatility
3. Accelerating 2nd commitment period CERs
4. Managing CER delivery risk 
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Temporary Credits – Applications

Example 1.  Managing the useful life of equipment.
Company XYZ is planning to operate “dirty” equipment for 
the remainder of its useful life.
In the future, the dirty equipment will be replaced with new, 
cleaner equipment that will produce fewer emissions.
For interim compliance, Company XYZ can purchase less 
expensive, temporary credits that are replaced with future 
emissions reductions.
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Temporary Credits – Applications

Example 2.  Managing price volatility.
Price volatility expected near the end of the 1st  Kyoto 
commitment period as participants balance their books.  
Temporary credits could be purchased at a lower cost, and 
replaced in the next commitment period when prices have 
normalized.
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Temporary Credits – Applications

Example 3.  Accelerating 2nd commitment period CERs.
Many CDM project and fund investors will receive CERs in 
the 2nd commitment period.
By themselves, these future CERs do not help buyers meet 
1st commitment period targets.
Combined with a current tCER, buyers can meet 1st 
commitment period targets and address replacement 
obligation by delivering future CERs.
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Temporary Credits – Applications

Example 4.  Managing CER delivery risk.
Sellers who guarantee delivery of CERs can receive a 
premium price relative to best-efforts delivery (recently in 
the range of $3-5/ton).
To manage timing risk, project developers can structure 
contracts to deliver either: (i) guaranteed CERs, or (ii) tCERs 
plus a replacement CER during the 2nd commitment period.
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AR Investment Model

ESI believes that a diversified pool of carefully selected and 
managed AR projects can spread transaction costs and project 
risks, including non-permanence, for investors.
Investors in the Pool would receive temporary credits which 
could then be used for compliance or sold individually or as 
part of a bundle (e.g., with future replacement).
Projects included in the Pool would primarily rely on other 
commercial revenues such as timber sales to be feasible.

Similar to energy-sector projects which produce primarily 
power and/or heat.
Carbon credits would provide an incremental return to 
make projects feasible (and additional). 
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Summary

The afforestation/reforestation (AR) sector is characterized by a 
good supply of high-quality projects and a scarcity of carbon 
capital.
Several methodologies necessary to secure AR project 
registration have been recently approved and can now be 
applied to other AR projects.
Governments in Europe and Japan have potentially large Kyoto 
gaps to fill and limited funds available.
Temporary credits can be purchased at prices substantially 
below those for permanent credits, and provide additional time 
for buyers to create permanent reductions in future 
commitment periods.
Investment in a pool of AR projects can spread transaction costs
and project risks, including non-permanence, for buyers of 
temporary credits.JOPP Workshop 2006/09/28
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